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ABSTRACT
Base SAS® is a flexible, extensible and powerful programming language, which enables programmers to accomplish
tasks, including data management, analysis, and reporting. However, SAS ® is limited when programmers attempt to
develop automatic tools in order to improving efficiency and productivity. Beginning with SAS ® 9.3, the GROOVY
procedure enables to execute Groovy code on the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Therefore, programmers are capable
to run SAS code and Groovy code together inside a SAS program. PROC GROOVY will help programmers to get
more things done. If you have no solution, let’s try to use PROC GROOVY!
This paper provides automation approach that using PROC GROOVY to easily extracting necessary information from
Case Report Form (CRF) to generate SDTM annotated Case Report Form (aCRF) for Rave electronic data capture
(EDC) system.

INTRODUCTION
In pharmaceutical and biotechnology industry, sponsors send Electronic Submission (ESUB) to Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) for drug applications. One of components for Study Data Tabulation Model (SDTM) ESUB is
‘acrf.pdf’, which includes the SDTM annotations indicate the dataset names and corresponding variable names in
submitted data. In most cases, programmers routinely generate acrf.pdf by annotating annotations again and again,
even though the CRFs are alike. Under the circumstances, programmers attempt to figure out how to use SAS to
generate SDTM annotations automatically if the CRFs are similar.
You enable to refer to the 7 steps in this paper to develop a one-step macro to automatically generate SDTM
annotations within 1 minute, which will dramatically reduce your time and keep consistency across your studies. Now,
let’s start to use PROC GROOVY as key step to automatically generate acrf.pdf, even if you don’t know anything
about Groovy code.

WHAT IS PROC GROOVY AND WHAT CAN IT DO?
Groovy is a dynamic language which runs on the JVM, the syntax is Java like, and most of the Java code can also
work in Groovy. PROC GROOVY imply that programmers enable to run Groovy code on the JVM while run SAS
code. There are hundreds of thousands of Java libraries on internet. To work with PDF documents, we are going to
use the Apache PDFBox® library as an example in this paper. It is an open source Java PDF library and it allows
creation of new PDF documents, manipulation of existing documents and the ability to extract content from
documents. Namely, SAS programmers can use both SAS code and Groovy code for Apache PDFBox® under SAS
environment, and capable to flexibly develop more automatic tools by using SAS. The application includes:
•

Auto-generating annotations (comments) which are proposed in this paper.

•

Combining multiple RTF/PDF file into one bookmarked PDF document for making review easier.

•

Reading JSON data in order to analysis web data.

THE REQUIRED DOCUMENTS AND STEPS ABOUT GENERATING ACRF.PDF IN RAVE
STUDY
You can simply understand the required documents and steps for generating acrf.pdf through below flow chart:
Required Document
1. CRF

2. SDTM
3. Text Width
Variable Library
PROC GROOVY

4. PROC GROOVY
5. Data Management

Figure 1. Flow chart about steps
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6. Annotations 7. acrf.pdf
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The detail information is:
1.

Getting Rave CRF with annotations in order to extract questions, corresponding options, variables, and position
of texts.

Figure 2. Sample of Rave CRF with annotations
2.

Preparing standardized library include Rave variables and corresponding texts for annotations.

Figure 3. Sample of standardize library for Rave variables
3.

Using PROC GROOVY to generate file with the width of texts. The width of rectangular box (textbox) varied from
different string if the font is not monospaced. We have to create such lookup table for SDTM annotations of the
box.

Figure 4. Sample of width for each text
4.

Using PROC GROOVY to extract necessary information from CRF.

Figure 5. Sample of extracting necessary information
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5.

Managing above files to a SAS dataset.

Figure 6. Sample of SAS dataset after data management
6.

Converting the SAS dataset to XFDF file. For more details, please refer to “Developing annotated CRF: SAS,
Excel and patience as your friends”, Ilias Pyrnokokis, PhUSE 2015.

Figure 7. Sample of XFDF file
7.

Import XFDF file into CRF and getting the automatic generating acrf.pdf.

Figure 8. Sample of acrf.pdf
After preparing the documents from Step 1 to Step 3, you need to focus on developing programs about Step 4, 5, and
6. Next, you just import XFDF file into your CRF, you will get the acrf.pdf.
This paper proposes the approach that combining corresponding programs from Step 4 to Step 6, then a one-step
SAS macro will be generated for auto-generating acrf.pdf. In other words, users only need to execute the one-step
SAS macro (see the sample SAS macro below with required parameters) and import the XFDF file into the CRF.
They will get the auto-generating acrf.pdf.
%autoSDTMaCRF(fileIn=<Rave CRF PDF file>, pathOut=<XFDF Output Path>);
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THE KEY STEPS ABOUT EXTRACTING TEXTS, TEXT WIDTH AND TEXT POSITION
You enable to get or generate most of above files through Rave system, other papers in PharmaSUG, or by yourself.
However, you may not have any idea about the file in Step 3. Using PROC GROOVY to generate file with the width of
texts and Step 4. Using PROC GROOVY to extract necessary information from CRF. Thus, you can try to use some
simple Java code in PROC GROOVY.
For example, you would like to extract position of texts, or extract texts from specific area, you can refer to the
Apache PDFBox® (https://pdfbox.apache.org/) which allows you to deal with PDF documents. Before using Apache
PDFBox® , you need to download pdfbox-app-version.jar and add class path in SAS options. The file of pdfboxversion-src.zip provides examples for your reference.
Please find the examples from the Apache PDFBox® website. Then, let’s try to include Java code in PROC GROOVY
in order to handle CRFs.

EXTRACTING WIDTH AND POSITION OF TEXTS
Extracting the position of “r” (from Year) and “F” (from Fixed) so that the position of annotations will automatically fit
our expectation.

Figure 9. Sample of acrf.pdf for explaining the position of texts
1.

Finding PrintTextLocations.java in the example folder or the link of this example in Apache PDFBox.

2.

Copying and pasting the Java code into SAS.

3.

Writing statements related to PROC GROOVY.
proc groovy;
submit;
Java code from PrintTextLocations.java
endsubmit;
quit;

4.

Providing the path and file name of CRF.
proc groovy;
submit;
Java code from PrintTextLocations.java
public static void main( String[] args ) throws IOException
{
…
Provide PDF file name of Rave CRF
public static void main( String[] args ) throws IOException
{
args = new String[1];
args[0] = "/path/PDF file name of Rave CRF.pdf";
…
endsubmit;
quit;

5.

Executing the program, and position of “r” and “F” is extracted from Rave CRF.

Output 1. Output from above program for extracting position of texts
6.

The width of text is the width as above, and you able to generate PDF file with all possible texts for your
annotations. Then, using this Java code in PROC GROOVY, you will get the file with the width of texts.
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EXTRACTING TEXTS FROM SPECIFIC AREA
Extracting the corresponding options so that the position of annotation should be adjusted to align the center across
these options.

Figure 10. Sample of acrf.pdf for explaining the extracting texts from specific area
1.

Finding ExtractTextByArea.java in the example folder or the link of this example in Apache PDFBox.

2.

Copying and pasting the Java code into SAS.

3.

Writing statements related to PROC GROOVY.
proc groovy;
submit;
Java code from ExtractTextByArea.java
endsubmit;
quit;

4.

Modifying the program and providing the path and file name of CRF.
proc groovy;
submit;
Java code from ExtractTextByArea.java
private ExtractTextByArea()
…
public static void main( String[] args ) throws IOException
{
…
Rectangle rect = new Rectangle( 10, 280, 275, 60 );
…
PDPage firstPage = document.getPage(0);
…
Modify the Java code and provide PDF file name of Rave CRF
public ExtractTextByArea()
…
public static void main( String[] args ) throws IOException
{
args = new String[1];
args[0] = "/path/PDF file name of Rave CRF.pdf";
…
Rectangle rect = new Rectangle( 470, 317, 31, 18 );
…
PDPage firstPage = document.getPage(the CRF page);
…
endsubmit;
quit;

5.

Executing the program, and the options are extracted from Rave CRF.

Output 2. Output from above program for extracting texts from specific area
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CONCLUSION
To submit data for drug applications, the ‘acrf.pdf’ is required, but generating it is time-consuming if the CRFs are
similar. Therefore, programmers attempt to develop an automatic tool for generating acrf.pdf so that they can
increase efficiency and keep consistency of mapping rule across studies. This paper proposes a one-step automatic
tool for generating acrf.pdf by using PROC GROOVY as a key step, which not only encourage programmers to
develop this kind of tool, but also let programmers familiar with PROC GROOVY. After that, the extension of PROC
GROOVY may be more and more, for example, checking the version, page size, font, and font size of PDF according
to “Portable Document Format (PDF) Specifications”, FDA.
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